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General Mills Joplin, MO 226 Manufacturing Manager – Joplin, MO Jobs 119 16 Job Company Description Skills Description Benefits Summary Job Trends Job Openings Closed Jobs As one of the world's leading food companies, General Mills believes that food should make us better. Food gives us joy and nourishes
our lives, connecting us to each other and the earth. General Mills operates in more than 100 countries and markets more than 100 consumer brands, including Cheerios, Haagen-Dazs, Nature Valley, Betty Crocker, Pillsbury, Yoplait, Annie's Homegrown, Old El Paso and more. Headquartered in Minneapolis, General
Mills had global net sales of US$16.6 billion in fiscal year 2016.We seek the best talent, then give them development resources, support and the chance to lead something big. Choosing a career with General Mills means joining a company where you can make a difference in the lives of millions of people. There are
huge opportunities here for individuals who want to promote food through innovation and serve the world. General Mills is reshaping the future of food. We think food makes us better. It nourishes our bodies, brings us joy and connects us to each other. As one of the world's leading food companies, General Mills operates
in more than 100 countries and markets more than 100 consumer brands, including Cheerios, Nature Valley, Betty Crocker, Yoplait, Annie's Homegrown, Old El Paso, Epic Provisions, Blue Buffalo and more. Are you passionate about the future of food? You've come to the right table. We want the very best talent to help
lead something great. OVERVIEW In Team Joplin we lead with Safety. We are the provider of choice through our culture that was founded in pride, ownership, and excellence. We deliver results, we live our Zero Loss Culture principles every day and we are looking for engaging leaders and top talent to join our team
and to win in our journey to Zero Loss. Team Joplin is structured with two product platforms – Frozen Dough and Chilled Dough that support Convenience &amp; Food Services and the retailers Baking. The operations manager is expected to be an active member of the facility's management team and help set the
direction of the entire location of approximately 503 employees (52 paid leaders, 451 salary team members). This position interacts with the Head Quarter Supply Chain Organization and the business teams. This position reports directly to Joplin Plant Manager. The service is responsible for providing leadership and
manufacturing expertise to deliver results for the facility and the businesses it supports. The operations manager is responsible for the day-to-day operations of the plant, including 8 production lines of a 24/7 operation. This position has 7 direct reports, 350 salary team members and 1 non-exempt and 1 salary team
member. This role provides critical leadership in driving our Loss Culture Journey och FSA FSA including the technical/business teams on major capital projects and ensuring active Line Teams have solutions needed to drive security, quality and performance plans. This role is also a member of the website management
team and will be expected to help determine the tactical as well as strategic direction of the site. This role is expected to provide strategic leadership support for the many growth projects in the plant. In addition to this work, this role will be expected to work with the business team ensuring the success of the project's
execution that will provide savings opportunities. Accountability Champion a belief in zero human and food safety incidents and drive safety improvements in the business organization and the entire facility Operate a continuous improvement culture that improves the plant's business performance while maximizing
customer service Exemplify Servant and Engaging Leadership and establishing and maintaining positive employee environment relationships in the Logistics organization and throughout the facility Support facility's Zero Loss Culture mission and lead gap closing and process standardization for the business organization
Play to win as an active member of the Plant Senior Leadership Team and provide advice and support on key facility tactical and strategic initiatives Direct and lead facility personnel in development, prioritization, and implementation of key initiatives in support of the facility's master plan and key Logistics Priorities
Champion progression to zero using the tools , processes and standards as defined in the Zero Loss Culture Guidebook MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS Bachelor's degree required – Engineering, Operations Management, Manufacturing, Supply Chain Management, Business or Management majors preferred 7-10+ year
manufacturing or related experience Commitment to safety and continuous improvement breadth of business and business experience across divisions and/or channels Strong understanding of the overall facility business Demonstrated understanding of the impact of operations and manufacturing on major Supply Chain
Thorough systems of knowledge and routines; including MQIS Strong conceptual, analytical and decision-making ability Excellent interpersonal, communication and listening skills Ability to engage, motivate and develop others Ability to multitask and apply problem-solving tools and principles Strong leadership skills,
including experience in leading others in projects or applications, and the ability to successfully interact with individuals representing other areas or interests and the ability to manage a team of leaders Understand and experience interacting with multiple business functions, including Quality &amp; Regulatory Operations
(QRO), Purchasing, Distribution, Human Resources, Engineering and especially Business Team's Ability to Identify business solutions that include a broad broad range of across companies and features to develop innovation CB1 Application currently closed Register new jobs posted daily This job was posted on Mon Jul
30 2018 and expired on Mon Aug 06 2018. TasksReview processing schedules or production orders to make decisions regarding inventory requirements, personnel requirements, work procedures, or customs assignments, taking into account budget constraints and time constraints. Direct or coordinate the production,
processing, distribution or marketing activities of industrial organizations. Develop or implement systems for production tracking or quality control, analyze production, quality control, maintenance or other operational reports to detect production problems. Review actions and confer with technical or administrative staff to
resolve production or processing problems. Hire, train, evaluate or discharge staff or resolve staff complaints. Prepare and maintain production reports or personnel records. Set and monitor product standards, examine samples of raw products or control testing during processing, to ensure that finished products are of
the required quality. Develop budgets or approve spending on supplies, materials, or human resources, ensuring that materials, work, or equipment are used efficiently to meet production goals. Initiate or coordinate inventory or cost control programs. Coordinate or recommend procedures for maintenance or modification
of equipment or equipment, including replacement of machinery. Review plans and confer with research or support staff to develop new products or processes. the Institute's programme for proposals for employees or engagement; Maintaining current knowledge of the quality control field, relies on current literature
related to material use, technological progress, or statistical studies. Negotiate material prices with suppliers. SkillsReading Understanding - Understanding written sentences and paragraphs in work-related documents. Active Listening – To give full attention to what other people are saying, takes time to understand the
points being made, ask questions as appropriate, and not interrupt at inappropriate times. Writing - Communicate effectively in writing as appropriate for the needs of the audience. Speaking - Talking to others to convey information effectively. Mathematics - Use mathematics to solve problems. Critical thinking - Use logic
and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses in alternative solutions, conclusions or approaches to problems. Active Learning - Understand the implications of new information for both current and future problem solving and decision-making. Learning Strategies - Selecting and using training/instructional methods
and procedures that are appropriate for the situation learn or teach new things. Monitoring - Monitoring/Assessing performance by yourself, other individuals or organizations to make improvements or take Measures. Social lucidity – To be aware of other people's reactions and understand why they react the way they do.
Coordination - Adaptation of measures in relation to the actions of others. Persuasion - Persuade others to change their minds or behavior. Negotiation - Bringing others together and trying to reconcile differences. Instructing - Teaching others how to do something. Complex Problem Solving - Identify complex issues and
review related information to develop and evaluate options and implement solutions. Quality control analysis - Conduct tests and inspections of products, services or processes to evaluate quality or performance. Assessment and decision-making - Given the relative costs and benefits of potential measures to choose the
most appropriate. Systems Analysis - Determining how a system will work and how changes in conditions, operations and environment will affect outcomes. Systems Evaluation - Identify actions or indicators for system performance and the actions needed to improve or correct performance, relative to the objectives of
the system. Time Management - Manage their own time and time for others. Management of financial resources - Determine how money will be used to get the work done, and accounting for these expenses. Management of material resources - Obtaining and ensuring the appropriate use of equipment, facilities and
materials needed to do some work. Human resources management - Motivate, develop and control people as they work, identify the best people for the job. KnowledgeAdministration and Management - Knowledge of business and management principles involved in strategic planning, resource allocation, personnel
modeling, leadership technology, production methods, and coordination of people and resources. Clerical – Knowledge of administrative and clerical procedures and systems such as word processing, handling of files and records, shorthand and transcription, designing forms, and other office routines and terminology.
Customer and Personal Service - Knowledge of principles and processes for providing customer and personal services. This includes customer needs assessment, meets service quality standards, and customer satisfaction assessment. Personnel and personnel issues - Knowledge of principles and procedures for staff
recruitment, selection, training, remuneration and benefits, working relations and negotiation and personnel information systems. Production and processing - Knowledge of raw materials, production processes, quality control, costs and other technologies to maximize efficient production and distribution of goods.
Computers and Electronics - Knowledge of circuit boards, processors, chips, electronic equipment, and hardware and software for computers, including programs and programming. Engineering and Engineering - Knowledge of it engineering and engineering. This includes applying principles, techniques, procedures, and
equipment for the design and production of various goods and services. Mechanical - Knowledge of machines and tools, including their designs, uses, repair, and maintenance. Mathematics - Knowledge of arithmetic, algebra, geometry, calculus, statistics, and their applications. Education and training - Knowledge of
principles and methods of curriculum and education design, teaching and teaching for individuals and groups, and measurement of educational effects. English Language - Knowledge of the structure and content of the English language including the meaning and spelling of words, rules of composition, and grammar.
Flexible Expense Account (FSA) Based on 130 job boards, doubling excluded Based on 130 job boards, duplicating slated for Work category Distribution 6 months 1 year Other 15.4% 48% 4,580% Sales 14.1% 84% 2,700% Manufacturing 9.6% 27% 1,122% Marketing &amp; PR 7.7% 87% 2,615% Consulting &amp;
Upper management 7.6% 214% 6,860% IT 7.4% 41% 5,517% Construction 5.6% 27% 1,513% Engineering 5.4% 4% 2.127% Banking 4.2% 37% 1.636% Retail 4.2% 65% 2.033% Human Resources 3.5 % 31% 3.140% Executive Management 3.0% 109% 3.375% Transport &amp; Logistics 2.3% 28% 1.067% Food
Services 2.0% 14% 2,967% Arts &amp; Entertainment 1.4% 60% 2.067% Customer Service 1.3% 2 83% 2,800% Economy 1.1% 38% 1,633% Legal 0.8% 0% 850% Security Services 0.8% 53% 1,167% Health healthcare 0 8% 48% 192% Administrative 0.6% 7% 1,350% Insurance 0.3% 1,100% 233% Real Estate 0.2%
100% 8% Education 0.2% 0% 17% Non-profit &amp; Volunteering 0.2% 0% 33% Government &amp; Military 0.1% 33% 150% Hospitality &amp; Travel 0% 83% Assistant Data Science Manager General Minneapolis Mills, MN Do you see patterns or opportunities that others don't see? Do you like to ask questions and
analyze data to deepen your knowledge? Do you like challenging historical assumptions and recommending new ways to drive action based on data-driven insights? Do you like to find the best way to... Read more Data Governance Manager General Mills Minneapolis, MN As part of the Global Data Governance
Capabilities Leadership Group, Data Governance Managers is actively developing and supporting a global data governance program that focuses on data governance roles, data policy standards, data quality, and data governance metrics. These individuals play a critical... Read more Senior Solution Architect General
Mills Minneapolis, MN We need your help in solving complex, and ambiguous issues that cut across multiple functions. While the technology is interwoven in everything we do, the best candidates are also familiar with gmi business model and processes and can look at problems through a systematic lens. Solutions...
Read more DataArchitect General Mills Minneapolis, MN at General Mills accelerates process transformation process transformation business growth around the world. To achieve success in the business, Digital and Technology uses leading technology, innovative thinking and agile processes. One of General Mills'
most important technical priorities is to run business... Read more Yard Driver – Blue Buffalo General Mills Richmond, General DESCRIPTION – PURPOSE ROLE: The Yard Driver will be responsible for ensuring that daily activities are performed and performed in a timely and proper manner. Responsible for safely
transporting trailers to and from piers and yard so that the product can be loaded, unloaded and stored.... Read more PayRoll Clerk General Mills Richmond, VA Payroll clerk job description. Basic feature: The payroll clerk's position is responsible for collecting timekeeping information, incorporating a variety of deductions



into a periodic payroll, and Read More Customer Account Lead In General Mills Grand Rapids, MI The Customer Account Lead I (CAL I) will develop and implement a strategic business plan with Meijer to maximize Return on Net Sales (RNS) within SPC guidance with a focus on distribution, shelves, Read more Similar
jobs in the area of Production Lead Red Pet Collar Foods, Inc. Miami, OK Job Location:: Miami, OK – Miami, OK Red Collar Pet Foods is looking for a Production Lead to join our exciting new pet food business at one of our factories. Who's Red Collar? We are pet people, and for us pets are family. We believe they
deserve good food made from healthy and... Read more Production Manager Morgan Murphy Media Joplin, MO KOAM TV, the four states most watched television station in Joplin - Pittsburg market, is in search of a PRODUCTION MANAGER. Candidates should have extensive experience in video production, including
videography, lighting, editing, graphics, and scriptwriting; studio lighting; Video... Read more Manager Manufacturing General Dynamics Carthage, MO Responsibilities for this Position Manager Manufacturing US-MO-Carthage Job ID: 2020-12045 Type: Full time # of openings: 1 Category: Manufacturing and Production
Joplin, MO Overview Leads and coordinates plant production activities in safe processing of materials and distribution operations for a... Read more Production Manager Red Collar Pet Foods, Inc. Miami, OK Job Location:: Miami, OK – Miami, OK Red Collar Pet Foods is looking for a Production Lead to join our exciting
new pet food business at one of our factories. Who's Red Collar? We are pet people, and for us pets are family. We believe they deserve good food made from healthy and... Read More Production Supervisor Judge Group Joplin, MO Location: Joplin, MO Salary: $50,000-$55,000 Description: Judge Direct Placement Is
Looking for a Production Supervisor in Missouri! Responsibility: Ensure that all quality and food safety programmes are followed through regular adherence to GMP's, &amp; HACCP and maintain necessary daily ... Read more Production Supervisor Schreiber Foods Carthage, MO Are you ambitious? Do you want to
make a difference in people's lives? Do you thrive in an environment that utilizes your abilities as a fast learner, good listener and problem solver? If you love challenges, enjoy complexity, and have a passion for Lead Production, Production Supervisor, Supervisor,... Read more Production Supervisor Leggett &amp; Platt
Incorporated Carthage, MO Branch One is looking for a 12 hour manufacturing supervisor for the 6am to 6pm shift. It is shift supervisors' responsibility to provide support and direction for the Triad process; while supporting Branch One Mission and Vis Supervisor, Production, Production Supervisor,... Read more
Production Supervisor Ajinomoto Frozen Foods Carthage, MO Overview Responsible for monitoring the daily processing functions and activities required to maximize the use of people and raw materials to produce products and provide services that meet the company's, customer and government expectations.
Champion Ajinomoto Foods North America assignments and ... Read more Production Supervisor Leggett &amp; Platt Carthage, MO Branch One is looking for a 12 hour manufacturing supervisor for the 6am to 6pm shift. It is shift supervisors' responsibility to provide support and direction for the Triad process; while
supporting Branch One Mission and Vision. Make sure the department works safely and... Read more Production Supervisor Smuckers Joplin, MO TITLE Night Shift Production Supervisor SITE FRONTENAC, KS REPORTS TO Manager, Operations POSITION SUMMARY The night Production Supervisor will leverage
team members to successfully implement the Operations Execution Model with a focus on understanding, prioritizing and eliminating losses and ... Read More Production Supervisor Trainee Schreiber Foods, Inc. Carthage, MO Jobs Category:Manufacturing/OperationsJob Family: Operations LeadershipJob
Description:Are You Ambitious? Do you want to make a difference in people's lives? Do you thrive in an environment that utilizes your abilities as a fast learner, good listener and problem solver? If you love challenges,... Read more Production Lead Ajinomoto Windsor Carthage, MO OverviewResponsible for a
production line or area to ensure production schedules are met and company standards and procedures are strictly adhered to. Monitors production personnel in meeting daily production requirements. Be responsible For equipment to be properly set up and to ensure that all other... Read more Production Lead
Ajinomoto Frozen Foods Carthage, MO Overview Responsible for a production line or area to ensure production schedules are met and company standards and procedures are strictly adhered to. Monitors production personnel in meeting daily production requirements. Responsibilities * Ensure that equipment properly
set up and that all ... Read More LogisticsA Director Red Collar Pet Food, Inc. Joplin, MO Work Location:: Joplin, MO - Joplin, MO Red Collar Pet Food is looking for a Logistics Manager to join our exciting new pet food shop at our Joplin, MO factory. Who's Red Collar? We are pet people, and for us pets are family. We
believe they deserve good food made with... Read more Inventory Supervisor WIS International Miami, OK WIS International - JobID: d27d732d-eef3-4d95-9ff5-340c503ad227 [Store Supervisor /Backroom Lead] As an inventory manager at WIS International, you will: Have the flexibility to work a varied schedule; Monitor
a team of inventory counters at the customer's locations; Give world class... Read more Production Shift Manager AJM Packaging Joplin, MO Description AJM Packaging Corporation is a leading manufacturer of branded and private label paper products including plates, bowls, cups, and bags. As we continue to grow
and expand our business, we are looking for result-oriented Production Shift Managers in our Joplin, MO facility. Professionals with strong communication and leadership experience will thrive in this rapid leadership role overseeing all aspects of the manufacturing process of a growing manufacturing company. Pros: At
AJM, our comprehensive benefits package really sets us apart. This position is eligible for company paid health insurance (Blue Cross Blue Shield), dental insurance, vision insurance, short and long term disability, life insurance, 401K matching plan, tuition reimbursement and employee referral program. Plus, AJM gives
the company paid vacation days, sick days and holidays. Responsibility: * Monitor and manage all parts of the goods production. Coordinating and managing the production staff I read more Manufacturing EaglePicher Technologies Joplin, MO As a Manufacturing Process Engineer at EaglePicher, you will process
owners and technical SMEs for all processes in your designated site and area(s). Your primary responsibility will be to provide the operations team with world-class processes, equipment and tools to ensure that batteries are manufactured safely and efficiently to meet the mission-critical quality standards our Defense
customers demand. Passion for process improvement is required. Obsession is preferable! Your core responsibility will be to:+ Develop, document, maintain and improve manufacturing processes+ Spec, procure and implement capital equipment+ Support automation projects+ Design tools and fixtures+ Create and
maintain process processing instructions and standard procedures/ Train manufacturing personnel on new processes and equipment+ Troubleshoot and solve process and equipment issues+ Support errors investigations to determine root cause and implement corrective actions+ Review new product design mer
Manufacturing General General Ordnance &amp; Tactical Systems Carthage, MO Directs and coordinates plant production activities in the safe preparation of materials and distribution activities for a demilitarization industry facility (de-mil) to achieve optimal efficiency and economy in the business and maximize the
plant's throughput and on-stream factors and profits by performing the following tasks in person or through subordinate regulatory agencies. Ensures compliance with all EH and S, Corporate and regulatory requirements. Participates in the scheduling of activities by departments such as operations, engineering,
maintenance, warehousing to influence operational efficiency and economy. Daily monitors and reviews production variables and production schedule activities, emergency maintenance activities, operational reports to determine changes in applications or operations as required. Participates, implements and delivers
directives to the Plant Supervision describing policies, programs or activities changes to be implemented. Provides operational input including personnel requirements, matter Read more Material Manager La-Z-Boy Neosho, MO What to do ... Communicate with groups and individuals to lead and organize all materials
activities in the purchase and distribution of raw materials, equipment, machinery, supplies to support the local, and logistics operations of the facility. Manager, Supply, Support, Inventory, Manufacturing, Management, Supply Chain, Purchasing Read more General Manager General Dynamics Ordnance &amp; Tactical
Systems Carthage, MO General Dynamics fills the role of General Manager in our Joplin facility. In this position, you will control and administer all activities to achieve both tactical and strategic business goals through efficient management of facility resources in order to maximize shareholder returns. The focus is to
continuously ensure optimal strategic planning. Provides direction and leadership for key business operations related to strategic performance goals in support of Division goals Assures the performance of worldwide marketplace initiatives by leveraging effective teaming efforts for marketing, technical and manufacturing
management. Responsible for identification and due diligence of future new mergers and acquisitions. Provides a going on direction that ensures continuous compliance with all ethical, legal and regulatory responsibilities. Develop organizational structures within Joplin that effectively make use of available personnel,
capabilities and as a facility Read more Shift Manager Leggett &amp; Platt, Incorporated Carthage, MO In this role, you will report to the Manufacturing Manager and manage the analysis of deviations in the manufacturing processes for the assigned shift while maintaining a Safety-First method in all activities. You will
observe defined standards and support a improvement of manufacturing processes. Manufacturing processes. part of the Manufacturing Team, you will have close interactions to establish effective processes to meet our customers' needs. If you are looking for a challenging, rewarding opportunity to showcase your
expertise, we want you! What you're going to do? * Ensure effective compliance with the planned orders by the defined deadline. * Responsible for the analysis of deviation in the manufacturing process compared to the standard and propose measures to reach the manufacturing targets (OEE, HC). * Responsible for the
availability of qualified staff to ensure the targeted quality delivery level. * Responsible for compliance with all defined standards regarding HSE, manufacturi Read more Service Center Manager McElroy Metal Diamond, MO An opening is currently available for the above position at our Service Center located in Diamond,
MO. This position controls sales, production, shipping &amp; reception, inventory management, security, and all administrative functions at the Service Center and reports to service center area manager. Some of the responsibilities of this position are: Solicits current and potential customers to increase Service Center
sales Read more PTPB- Manufacturing Maintenance Inteplast Group Pittsburg, KS * Description / Summary of the job * Manufacturing Maintenance Technicians ** Hours: 7:30 to 4:00 - Monday to Friday * FLSA Status: Non-Exempt * * Responsibility:* * Responsible for performing preventive maintenance tasks on all
types of production equipment. o Examine parts for defects such as breakage and excessive wear. o Refit equipment after completion of inspections, tests or repairs. o Clean, lubricate, and adjust parts, equipment, and machinery. o Record repairs and maintenance performed. o Daily communication with Maintenance
Manager for assignments *Job-specific skills:* * Successful completion of forklift and electric pallet jack certification and training. * Participate in annual training and practices for Lock Out /Tag Out procedures * Must possess basic plumbing skills * Requires basic work skills in electric hand tools o Drills o Saws o Cutting
tools * Good verbal communication skills * Experience and training:* * High School Graduate or General Education Degree (GED) Read more Plant Curator Engineers &amp; Fabricators Co Joplin, MO Babcock Power is an Equal Employer Opportunity (M/F/D/V). Start over with job search returning applicants? Sign in
Now Plant Superintendent Company:Thermal Engineering Int'l (USA) Location:Joplin MO Job Type:Production Position Summary: Create a manufacturing store floorenvironment that promotes cross-departmental collaboration, and provides overall direction of production functions, while controlling, training, analyzing
and correcting inefficiencies, and maintaining a safety-driven environment. Lead the SW Manufacturing Shop by the creative and participatory behaviours needed to help help environment through cost improvement ideas that lead TEI into the future. Work closely with the Plant Superintendent - Power to optimize
throughput and performance within the plant. Key responsibilities: * Plan SW manufacturing operations to support commitments made to customers * Emphasize and achieve productivity, flow manufacturing and value-added operations * Monitor and direct Read More Maintenance Manager Red Collar Pet Foods, Inc.
Miami, OK It's our commitment to quality ingredients and manufacturing exclusively in the United States that makes us all proud of our company and the pets we ultimately feed. Purpose of Role Maintenance Manager ... Read more Manager, Operations Project Masonite International Corporation Pittsburg, KS We heard
you knock! The operations project manager is responsible for managing large-scale and multi-site lean manufacturing projects delivering world-class operational performance. This manager must be able to communicate well with other team members, production employees, senior executives, and outside contractors and
customers. They should be organized, able to consistently meet deadlines and budget requirements, and effectively lead large cross-functional teams inside and outside the meeting room. Responsibilities: * Develop project plans that include scope, resources, time management and budget * Lead large-scale projects
and project teams from initialization to final implementation * Assign individual team member tasks and maintain accountability * Effectively develop countermeasures for missed milestones to return to original timeline * Manage temporary daily operations while working in project phase * Fully engage with a diverse
workforce and maintain daily presence at the shop fl Read more Management Trainee J-MO Marketing Joplin , MO MANAGEMENT TRAINEE We train applicants in: Leadership, Management, Sales, Marketing, and Investments. J-MO Marketing is looking to kick off its expansion plans with people who are excited
about... Read more Industrial Engineer Butterball, LLC Carthage, MO... manufacturing facilities to develop and maintain very cost-effective processes and efficient ... Implement management acceptance improvements. * Develop and maintain standards and controls... Read more Engineering Manager Leggett &amp;
Platt, Incorporated Carthage, MO In this role you will report to the branch manager while designing and developing the manufacturing process while maintaining a Safety-First strategy in all activities. You will optimize the efficiency of manufacturing in the plant while managing the work to stay within budget. As part of the
Branch Management Team, you will have close interactions with most areas to establish effective processes to meet our customers' needs. If you are looking for a challenging, rewarding to show off your expertise, we want you! What you will Make? * Leading a Safety-First approach maintain a zero-accident culture.
Ensures and supervises the work, accident prevention and environmental protection regulations of the plant to ensure a safe and productive working environment free from any debts or defects. * Develop and manage within the manufacturing technical budget. * Monitors the quality and quantity of output of processes;
taking appropriate measures, including shutdown, to prevent sc Read more project managers Leggett &amp; Platt, Incorporated Carthage, MO What to do * Liaise between product development, sales, sourcing and operations * Manage product definition and overall development to launch timelines, set deadlines, assign
responsibility, monitoring and summary of project progress * Manage application changes with sales, technology and operations * Develop project scopes, charter, and goals to ensure timely completion * Measure project performance using appropriate tools and techniques * Create and maintain comprehensive project
documentation * Ensure that steps are completed on time and accurately across a variety of projects Minimum qualifications * Bachelor's degree in management or related field (or equivalent work experience) * 5 years of project/application management and management experience * Experience moving multiple projects
forward at the same time Preferred qualifications * Program management experience in a manufacturing or product development setting * Knowledge of manufacturing processes , Basic Engineering Read more Quality Engineer MRINetwork Jobs Neosho, MO Bachelor's Degree * 8+ years of experience in Manufacturing
* Background in Metrology/CMM * COPQ * Gauge R&amp;R, 8D, FMEA * Root cause analysis * Statistical process control Read more 500+ more jobs jobs
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